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  When it is said that the state is the highest and ultimate principle in 
the world, this is entirely correct, provided that it is properly under-
stood. The state is the highest organization of power in the world; 
it has power over life and death.… The antithesis and the error is 
that such discussions turn exclusively around the state and do not 
take the nation into account. 

 Max Weber  

  The twentieth century, panic-stricken in the face of nationalist and 
racist cravings, strains to fi ll up the chasm of time with production 
fi gures or the names of a few political-economic systems; mean-
while, it has renounced investigations of the fi ne tissue of becoming, 
where no thread should be overlooked – even the ideas of forgot-
ten Russian sects. What apparently disappears forever is, in fact, 
imperceptibly transformed. 

 Czeslaw Milosz  

  The common people remember and tell of what they are able to 
grasp and what they are able to transform into legend. 

 Ivo Andri c8     
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xiii

    A Note on Transliteration     

  I have kept to the standard transliteration from Russian but have deviated 
from it in the case of names that are well known to the English-speaking 
reader: thus Dostoevsky rather than Dostoevskii, Tolstoy rather than Tolstoi, 
and Yeltsin rather than El’tsin. Serbian names have been kept in their original 
form. The following short glossary can serve as a guide to the pronounciation 
of unfamiliar letters: 

  c]  is like “ch” in chat 
  c8  is like “tj” in tune 
 dj or  d3  is like “j” in Jack 
 d z ]  is like “g” in giant 
 j is like “y” in yard 
 lj is like “liyuh” (middle sound) in “million” 
 nj is like “ny” in “canyon” 
  š  is “sh” in “shut” 
  z]  is like the “zh” sound in “treasure”    
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